
Wine in colour and collage
By Thom Held

Another feature of VINIPAZZI is its novel “colour and collage code for  
wine” – an “all-in” code offering you a non-verbal insight into the unique-
ness of individual wines. A code that allows you to understand, classify  
and internalise. VINICOLORI is its name, divided into the sub-categories  
VINICOLORI classici and VINICOLORI figurati. This is its story so far.

Ultimately, wine is all about emotion. When everything falls into place, drinking wine is an invitation 
for the senses to dance. For example, Weingut Dönnhoff’s ice wine sends me to cloud nine. The smell of 
Peter Jakob Kühn’s St. Nikolaus Riesling moves my friend to tears. While the delicate nose of Weingut 
Clemens Busch’s Felsterrasse – perhaps the most achingly tender scent there is – reminds me of the 
haunting, warbling strains of a nightingale. Wine can be so beautiful. For this and much more besides, 
read VINIPAZZI, volume 01/2014 – “NATURE-MADE BEAUTY. The new art of German Riesling”.

When wines “flow and sing” and make the senses dance, the words used to describe such wines 
are also liable to dance. Such prose has been known to fail spectacularly – but it can work if we free 
ourselves a little from the conventional, robotic method of breaking down every last detail on the nose 
and palate into a list. Describing a wine in writing in terms of its inter-connectedness as a balanced 
whole is, however, only one of several possible forms of expression.

When I put a wine to my nose, I see an array of colours, shapes and forms in front of me; I see spac-
es, landscapes and contours ... Or, as Helmut Dönnhoff – a global star among Germany’s wine-growing 
fraternity – put it: “I move through spaces; through spaces of wine, studying the light...”

It makes little sense to express such “visuals” in words. There is a more direct way: through the 
use of colour and collage. This realisation led me to an innovation that helps bring a wine’s character 
visually to life: VINICOLORI – divided into two methodological sub-categories, VINICOLORI classici 
and VINICOLORI figurati.
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In the above illustrations, we see wines depicted in colour and collage:  
firstly as VINICOLORI classici (coloured circles: aroma/nose in the left half, flavour/palate in the right half; top notes at 

the top, overall impression in the middle, low notes at the bottom; each vintage with its own depiction),  
secondly as VINICOLORI figurati (sensory impressions in collage form on the nose – first collage respectively – and 

palate – second collage respectively – with these synopses applying either to a wine’s development over several  
years or, as is the case in row 4, to individual vintages). The three wines above are as follows: Oestrich Doosberg,  

Riesling trocken, Weingut Peter Jakob Kühn, Rheingau (rows 1 and 2); Pünderich Marienburg Felsterrasse,  
Riesling trocken, Weingut Clemens Busch, Mosel (row 3); Oberhäuser Brücke Eiswein, Riesling, fruity sweet, Weingut 

Dönnhoff, Nahe (row 4).

VINICOLORI 

Low notes

Top notes
Aroma Flavour

DOOSBERG  
KÜHN

2012 2011 2010
RIESLING TROCKEN �OESTRICH DOOSBERG�

PETER JAKOB KÜHN
2012

96/100   19/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �OESTRICH DOOSBERG�
PETER JAKOB KÜHN

2011
95/100   −19/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �OESTRICH DOOSBERG�
PETER JAKOB KÜHN

2010
97/100   19+/20

2009 2008 2006
RIESLING TROCKEN �OESTRICH DOOSBERG�

PETER JAKOB KÜHN
2009

97/100   19+/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �OESTRICH DOOSBERG�
PETER JAKOB KÜHN

2008
94/100   18+/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �OESTRICH DOOSBERG�
PETER JAKOB KÜHN

2006
96/100   19/20

2012 2011 2010 2006

FELSTERRASSE
BUSCH

RIESLING TROCKEN �FELSTERRASSE�
CLEMENS BUSCH

2012
98/100   −20/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �FELSTERRASSE�
CLEMENS BUSCH

2011
98/100   −20/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �FELSTERRASSE�
CLEMENS BUSCH

2010
100/100   20/20

RIESLING TROCKEN �FELSTERRASSE�
CLEMENS BUSCH

2006
99/100   20/20

2010 1992

EISWEIN
DÖNNHOFF

RIESLING EISWEIN �OBERHÄUSER BRÜCKE�
DÖNNHOFF

2010
100/100   20/20

RIESLING EISWEIN �OBERHÄUSER BRÜCKE�
DÖNNHOFF

1992
97/100   19+/20
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Wine “immersed” in colour – VINICOLORI classici
Using a colour fan, I use VINICOLORI classici as my methodology for depicting wine in colour, i.e. 
conveying my impressions on the nose (left half of circle) and on the palate (right half of circle). For 
simplicity’s sake, I use the well-known CMYK standard in implementing the colours in these circular 
schemes – to represent not only the overall personality on the nose and palate, but the “top notes” and 
“low notes” as well, whenever applicable. The wine is consequently brought to life in colour.

Wine “flowing” into form – VINICOLORI figurati
In addition to coloured circles for each and every wine, I also wanted to create a synopsis of individual 
wines as they develop over a stretch of years. 

The result is VINICOLORI figurati – a visual model that not only takes account of the colours used 
in the circular schemes over respective vintages, but conveys a wine’s aroma and flavour using a col-
lage of different shapes and forms. Each collage is what I view in my mind’s eye and subsequently use 
to express my own subjective sensory impressions. See the specific VINICOLORI figurati example on 
the left, which portrays the fascinating smell of Weingut Clemens Busch’s Felsterrasse in colour and 
collage. The colours on the middle left-hand side characterise Felsterrasse as a relatively young wine. 
As we move further to the right, we see a depiction of the wine as it matures. The colours and shapes at 
the top and bottom represent the “top notes” and “low notes” respectively. It is of course also possible 
for each individual vintage be to be shown separately – see, for example, Weingut Dönnhoff’s ice wines 
in VINIPAZZI, volume 01/2014, and Château Rayas in volume 02/2014.  
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Winemakers in colour and collage – the VINICOLORI fingerprint
VINIPAZZI is dedicated to portraying extraordinary winemakers and their extraordinary wines – in 
written and pictorial form, and as wine-tasting synopses bearing the VINICOLORI “fingerprint”. Each 
individual “fingerprint” consists of a characteristic colour shade that underscores all the illustrations 
and some of the photos relating to the winery in question. In addition to this basic colour, a winery’s 
individual wines are summarised in their own special VINICOLORI figurati overview. Take Weingut 
Clemens Busch’s “fingerprint”, for example:

Background colour =  
basic colour that best reflects the personality  

of Weingut Clemens Busch

Aroma

Flavour

Aroma

Flavour
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My latest book – VINIPAZZI, volume 02/2014 – provides fascinating new insights into well-known wi-
neries, with legendary wines from Châteauneuf-du-Pape – by Henri Bonneau and Château Rayas – and 
from Switzerland – by Marie-Thérèse Chappaz – now also presented for the first-ever time in the “co-
lours and collages” of VINICOLORI. 

Château Rayas
2001

VINICOLORI, my new and complementary language of colour and collage, has been “inaugurated”. 
Over the coming months, the VINIPAZZI “colour and collage code” will be developed further. You will 
be able to see the results at a later juncture – at www.vinipazzi.net and in book form (in both printed 
and electronic format). Watch this space!

VINIPAZZI, March 2015 
Thom Held, publisher and author (English translation: Simon Jones) 
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Subsequent use or reproduction of this article is permitted, provided the following source reference is given:
“Source:  om Held, 2015, vinipazzi.net”

Latest news:
VINIPAZZI-Volume 01/2014 NATURE-MADE BEAUTY. The new art of German Riesling / 

NATURSCHÖNHEIT. Wenn deutscher Riesling neu aufspielt.
VINIPAZZI-Volume 02/2014 PHANTAPALASTIQUE. The wine does the talking /  

Es ist der Wein, der spricht.
Available at www.vinipazzi.net, at book shops (ISBN 978-3-906241-10-4 / ISBN 978-3-906241-11-1). 

and – for the e-book format – via the iTunes App Store (VINIPAZZI app).  
The individual book costs CHF 40 (EUR 34); the e-book costs CHF 28. 

www.vinipazzi.net


